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Abstract. This article proposes a method for constructing the luminosity function of galaxies, which
gives a result that is consistent with other methods, is as accurate as other methods, and is simple.
Using this method, we constructed the luminosity function of Arakelian galaxies with different
morphological types in different environments, included in the CfA2 catalog. The proposed method of
identifying groups of galaxies is physically grounded and simple. It was found that both the bright
and weak parts of the normalized luminosity function of Arakelian galaxies are higher than the bright
and weak parts of the similar function of the total sample CfA2. A similar phenomenon is observed
separately for members of groups, as well as for single galaxies. This also applies to small groups with
2 or 3 galaxies, and more populated groups. Spiral galaxies obey these laws. For elliptical galaxies,
the picture is not very clear (due to the small number of well-known elliptical Arakelian galaxies).
The spatial density of the number of ArG in the M≤-17 range is 0.00068 ± 0.00005 Mpc^-3, which
corresponds to 2.7% of the entire sample in this range (for CfA2 (M≤-17) = 0.0254 ± 0.0002 Mpc^3).
Keywords: Galaxies, groups of galaxies, Arakelian galaxies, luminosity function, environment

1

Introduction

The interaction of galaxies with their environment can lead to a change in their luminosities and,
ultimately, to a change in the distribution of luminosities of galaxies.
In order to study the variation in the integral characteristics of galaxies and the occurrence of
peculiarity in their nuclei, Arakelian [1] compiled a list of galaxies with high surface brightnesses. The
surface brightnesses of the galaxies were calculated using the formula
 ab
B  m  0.25 cos ec b II  2.5 lg
 0.22(a / b)  0.73
4
where B is the average surface brightness of a galaxy, m is its apparent magnitude [2], a and b are the
external dimensions of a galaxy [3], and the last two terms are introduced to take into account the
inclination of the galaxy and roughly approximate the surface brightness of the galaxy to Holmberg’s
system. Galaxies with B  22.0 were chosen as galaxies with a high surface brightness. They constitute
about 4% of all CGCG galaxies.
In [4], the connection between Arakelian galaxies of high surface brightness and their environment
was studied. In particular, it has been found that Arakelian galaxies (ArG) which are members of
groups have higher luminosities than single ones on average.
The luminosity function (LF) of the ArG and their spatial density were previously studied in [5]. The
increase in observational data in the past time and the creation of new catalogues of groups of galaxies
will allow us to study the dependence of the LF of the ArG of various morphological types on the
environment.

2

The Method of Constructing the Luminosity Function of Galaxies

To determine the luminosity function of galaxies, we will use the method proposed in [6].
In general, in [6], the Schmidt method [7] was generalized in order to take into account the
dependence of the density of galaxies on the distance in the nearby Universe. The LF is defined by the
following formula:
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M min  mlim  25  5 log(cz max / H ), M max  mlim  25  5 log(cz min / H ),  - is the solid sampling angle,
and in our case equal to 4.3.
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where ni - is the number of galaxies in the interval M i  M / 2 , N - is the total number of galaxies in
the sample.
These formulas will give the true density of the number of galaxies only when dealing with a full
sample. When the sample is incomplete, and the completeness factor does not depend on the absolute
magnitude, we can accurately estimate only the normalized LF of galaxies (for example, [8, 9]).
obs (M i )
(M i ) 
,
(3)
 obs (M j )
1

j

The true density of the number of galaxies with an absolute value M i will be:
 (M i )  P (m lim )1  obs (M i ) ,

(4)

 ( (M i ))  P (m lim )1  ( obs (M i )) ,

(5)

and the RMS deviation will be:
where P (mlim ) is the completeness factor.
To study the completeness of the sample, limited by star magnitude, the V /Vm method [7] is widely
used, where V is the volume of space on the edge of which the galaxy, and Vm is the maximum volume
of space, on the edge of which the galaxy will have an apparent magnitude equal to the maximum
magnitude of the sample. If objects are evenly distributed in Euclidean space, then the average value of
 V / Vm  should equal 0.5. In this space the distribution value  V /Vm  is strictly equivalent to the
distribution of visible values [9], which, with a uniform distribution of objects, will be N (m) ~ 100.6m . It
is assumed that the density of galaxies depends on the distance, and therefore this method is used for an
approximate estimate of the completeness of the samples [6].
The dependence of the density of galaxies on the distance D (rmi ) can be constructed with the help of
samples complete at the apparent and absolute magnitude. For this, three subsamples of galaxies were
created, based on absolute magnitude (see [6]):
a) A sample with M  21m , which is complete in absolute magnitude in the entire volume studied.
According to this sample, the desired dependence was determined at redshifts from 7000 km/s to 20,000
km/s. At small distances, this sample is unsuitable due to the small number of galaxies.
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b) A sample with M  20m . This sample is complete until redshift of 12600 km/s. For this sample,
the desired dependence is determined at redshifts from 1700 km/s to 12600 km/s.
c) A sample with M  17.8m . For this sample, the desired dependence is determined for redshifts
from 500 km/s to 5000 km/s.
These dependences are merged in common areas and normalized to a redshift of 20,000km /s. In [10],
this problem was solved somewhat differently.

3

Comparison of Methods for the Construction of LF Galaxies

In recent decades, many methods have been proposed for constructing the luminosity function (LF) of
galaxies. A detailed description of most of them can be found in the works of Felten [11] and Binggeli
[12]. The 1/Vm method, which was proposed by Schmidt [13] for studying the evolution of quasars, is
very popular. Later it was used in [14] to estimate the LF of galaxies. In the 1/Vm method, it is assumed
that galaxies are evenly distributed in space. But it is well known that galaxies in the Universe are not
evenly distributed. This leads to the problem that when applying the 1/Vm method, we overestimate the
relative number of faint galaxies.
In order to overcome the dependence on the assumption of a uniform distribution, Linden-Bell [15]
proposed the so-called C  method. He applied this method to a sample of quasars studied by Schmidt
[13]. Linden-Bell testified that C  estimation is a maximum likelihood method, and it does not require
any assumptions about the distribution of galaxies. There is only one assumption that the LF in the
direction of the line of sight at all points has the same appearance, and the sample must be ordered by
luminosity. Subsequently, this method was generalized in [16] to consider several samples, for each of
which the selection function was taken into account. Assuming also that the distribution of objects can
be described by an analytic function, an error estimate was also obtained in [16].
In [17], a method was proposed similar to C  . In this method, in contrast to [15], the authors divide
the values of absolute magnitudes into intervals. The C  method was first used for galaxies by
Cholonevsky in [18].The C  method can give a correctly normalized LF, making no assumptions for the
shape of the density distribution or luminosity of galaxies.
In [19] and [20], independently of each other, a method was proposed that builds the LF of galaxies,
but does not depend on any assumption about the distribution of galaxies. To this end, it is proposed to
consider in each interval of values of absolute stellar magnitudes [M, M + dM] the ratio of the
differential LF of galaxies to the number of galaxies brighter than M. This ratio does not depend on the
density distribution of galaxies (it is reduced). In [21] and [22], instead of equal intervals of stellar
magnitudes equal intervals of radial velocities were used.
Another method, independent of the distribution of galaxies, which is based on the maximum
likelihood method, was proposed in [23] (STY). This method also makes it possible to introduce an
amendment due to the incompleteness of galaxies. Unlike the previous ones, this method assumes that
the distribution of luminosities is described by an analytical function.
In order not to make any assumptions for the functional approximation of the LF, in [24] a step-bystep maximum likelihood method (SWML) was derived. Galaxies are calculated in apparent magnitude
intervals, but no functional form of LF is assumed.
The following method, insensitive to grouping, is based on the maximum likelihood method was
proposed in [25]. In this method it is assumed that the distribution of objects is described by a
probability distribution of random Poisson processes. Method [25] is also not parametric, but requires
splitting data into intervals. The author applied his method to study the sample extracted from the
CfAl survey of redshifts [26].
A comparative analysis of these methods has been made in various papers ([22, 24, 25, 27, 28]). The
main objective of these studies was to investigate how well the various variants measure the LF of
galaxy samples limited by apparent magnitude. In particular, in [27], a comparison of various methods
for estimating the LF of galaxies by Monte Carlo methods is presented. The simulation showed that the
method [15] and the method STY [23] are the best evaluators of LF. Simulations in [27] also showed
that the STY method with a steep slope of the Schechter function tends to lower the slope of the weak
end of the LF, which becomes very significant when the sample contains several hundred objects.
The author of [27] believes that, in general, when parameterizing by the Schechter function, the C 
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method is the most stable method relative tto the slope of the weak
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b about 20%
% lower than the input value.
In ord
der to evaluaate the methods for consttructing the LF of galaxies, the Monnte-Carlo method was
also used
d in [28]. Thee authors noted four non--parametric methods.
m
These are the 11/Vm method
d [13], the
step-like maximum likelihood
l
meethod [24] (S
SWML), the Choloniewsk
ki method [225] and the improved
Bell method (see
(
[28]).
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In con
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utely correct results when
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ows:
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well-known reesult that th
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hod overestim
mates the relative numbeer of faint galaxies is
clearly v
visible from th
he figure.

Figure 1
1. The normallized LF of the CfA1 surveyy of galaxies, according to the
t method prroposed by us (1/DmVm)
and by th
he method 1/V
Vm[13].
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Figuree 2 shows thee LF of galax
xies of the CffA1 and CfA2
2 surveys, constructed byy the method 1/DmVm.
As can b
be seen from the figure, th
he depth of saampling doess not affect th
he results.

Figure 2.
2 LF of galaxies of surveys C
CfA1 and CfA
A2 constructed by the methodd 1/DmVm.

In Tab
ble 1. the paarameters  and
a M * aree given in rep
presentations by the Scheechter functio
on [33] of
the CfA1 galaxy LF of the redsh
hift survey oobtained by different metthods. The rresults of thee first six
he last two aare our resultts from our method
m
1/DmmVm and the Schmidt
lines aree borrowed frrom [27]. Th
method 1/Vm. The results of Tab
ble 1 are graaphically com
mpared in Fig
g. 3. On the graph, the curves are
From the figu
ure it is clear that all thhe methods described,
d
arbitrariily moved aloong the ordiinate axis. F
except foor the method 1/Vm give similar resultts.
Thus, the proposed
d method in this paper 11/DmVm to bu
uild a LF of galaxies, givves a result consistent
c
her methods, is not inferio
or in accuracyy to other meethods, and is the simplesst.
with oth
Table 1.. Parameters  and M * in the representtations by the function of th
he shehter LF
F galaxy CfA1 survey of
red shifts obtained by different
d
metho
ods
Method
SWML
STY
Choloniewskii
Turner
1/Vm, W

C

1/DmVm
1/Vm



M*

-1.20±0..03
-1.11±0..08
-1.18±0..05
-1.11±0..06
-1.59±0..04
-1.20±0..01
-1.15±0..04
-1.55±0..01

0±0.04
-19.30
-19.17
7±0.08
-19.26
6±0.07
-19.32
2±0.05
-19.43
3±0.07
-19.21
1±0.01
-19.40
0±0.05
-19.65
5±0.01

note
 M = 0.25

 M = 0.25
z = 500 km/s
 M = 0.25
 M = 0.20
 M = 0.20

3. The CfA1 galaxy
g
LF of th
he redshift surrvey obtained by different methods:
m
Curvees are arbitrarrily moved
Figure 3
along thee ordinate axis..
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Method of Identifying Groups of Galaxies

To identify groups of galaxies, the method proposed in [34, 35] was used.
According to this method, an arbitrary galaxy is first selected from a list bounded by the apparent
magnitude and with full radial velocity data, and then neighbors are searched for in its vicinity by the
following criteria:
max(kT L1 , kT L2 )
1
2
 E0
(7)
D12

| V1  V2 | V0

(8)

where kT and kT - are coefficients depending on the morphological types of galaxies: kT  f (Ti ) / f (S ) ,
1

2

i

f (Ti ) - is the mass to luminosity ratio ( Mass / L ) for a given morphological type Ti , and f (S ) - is the
similar value for spiral galaxies (i.e. kS  1 ). V1 and V2 are the radial velocities of the first and second
galaxies, respectively, L1 and L2 are their luminosities, D12 - is the linear distance in the projection on
the celestial sphere. E 0 and V0 are free parameters whose values have to be chosen.
In [34, 35], we showed that when using the neighborhood criterion (7) and (8), there is no need to
change the parameters E 0 and V0 with distance (in order to take into account changes in the observed
luminosity function of galaxies). At the same time, both nearby and distant groups are identified with
equal success.
To determine parameter values E0 and V0 , in which the identified groups will be physically real
systems, lists of groups are compiled for the whole grid of parameter values E0 and V0 .The dependences
of the average characteristics of the identified groups (average velocity dispersions of galaxies in the
groups, the average mass-to-luminosity ratio, the number of systems detected) on the value of E0 and
V0 are studied. Intervals E 0(1)  E 0  E 0(2) and V 0(1)  V 0  V 0(2) were selected, where the average
characteristics of groups are relatively weakly dependent on E 0 and V0 , compared to outside this area.
It is assumed that the groups identified by randomly selected pairs E 0 and V0 of these areas will be
practically real physical systems.

5

Sample

We use the same sample of groups and ArG as in [4]. The groups of galaxies are used as groups [35],
identified on the basis of the CfA2 redshift survey (http://vizier.cfa.harvard.edu/viz-bin/VizieR?source=VII/256).
Considering that Hubble’s law has a large uncertainty at nearby distances, in identifying groups of
galaxies, we limited the CfA2 sample in terms of radial velocities to below: V  1000km / s .
Also, bearing in mind that at large distances the completeness of the CfA2 catalog is rather small, we
have limited the sample to the radial velocities above:V  15000km / s .
To reduce the effect of light attenuation in the galaxy, a restriction on the galactic latitude was also
introduced: bII  20o . As a result, out of 18203 CfA2 survey galaxies, our sample included 15577
galaxies (172 of which are ArG), which were used to create a list of groups of galaxies and single
galaxies.
In the identified 1971 groups with 2 or more members, 6787 galaxies were included, 2412 of which are
members of double galaxy systems. The remaining 8790 galaxies make up a sample of “single” galaxies.
The number of ArGs among single galaxies is 92 galaxies. The number of ArGs in the groups is 80
galaxies. Morphological types of 135 ArG are known, 65 of which are included in the group.

6

The Luminosity Function of Arakelian Galaxies

Figure 4 shows the normalized luminosity functions for the galaxies of the entire CfA2 survey sample
and the ArGs included in this sample. If the galaxy is a member of the system, then its distance is
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estimateed from the raadial velocity
y of the systeem. LF are reepresented by
y the Schechtter function [33].
[
In Figg. 4, it can bee seen that in
n the bright and weak reg
gions, the no
ormalized LF of Arakelian
n galaxies
is higherr than the an
nalogous function of the total samplee CfA2. A sim
milar phenom
menon is obsserved for
group m
member galaxiies, as well ass for single gaalaxies (Fig. 5).

Figure 4
4. Normalized LF of the en
ntire sample oof CfA2 and ArG.
A
The righ
ht side shows the corresponding error
ellipses off the parameteers M* and  in
i the approxim
mation of the Schechter function (accordinngly, for 1 an
nd 3).

Figure 5
5. The normallized LF of members
m
of thee CfA2 and ArG
A
groups bellonging to theese groups (lefft), and of
single CfA
A2 galaxies an
nd ArG. The dashed
d
line onn the left side is the Schechter function of the ArGLF arbitrarily
moved allong the ordin
nate axis. Bellow are the ccorresponding error ellipses of the param
meters M* an
nd  with
approxim
mation by Schechter’s functio
on (accordinglyy, for 1 and 3).
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Figure 6
6. The normalized LF of meembers of the CfA2 groups, having in its composition 2 or 3 galaxies and ArG,
included in these grou
ups (left figurre), and for groups having
g more than 3 galaxies. T
The dashed liines – are
Schechterr's function off the ArG LF arbitrarily mooved along th
he ordinate axis. Below are the correspon
nding error
ellipses off the parameteers M* and  with
w approxim
mation by Scheechter’s functio
on (accordinglyy, for 1 and 3).

Figuree 6 presents the
t normalizeed LF of mem
mbers of the CfA2 groupss, having in ttheir composition 2 or
3 galaxiees and the ArG
A
included
d in these ggroups, and for
f groups having more than 3 galax
xies. The
dotted liines are Scheechter's function of the A
ArG LF arbiitrarily moveed. It can bee seen from the
t figure
that the above also holds
h
when we
w consider sm
mall and relatively popula
ated groups sseparately.
ar galaxies and
a spiral annd irregular CfA2
C
and
In Figg. 7. The norrmalized LF of elliptical and lenticula
ArG galaaxies are inclluded in this survey. It caan be seen fro
om the figuree that spiral and irregularr galaxies
repeat th
he above resu
ult. But for elliptical
e
and
d lenticular galaxies,
g
due to the small number of objects,
o
it
is imposssible to say anything.
a
In the range of absolute mag
gnitudes M<
<-19.5, we havve a total of 8 objects.
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Figure 7
7. The normaliized LF of ellip
ptical and lentticular galaxiess (left figure), spiral, and irrregular galaxies from the
CfA2 surrvey, and ArrG of the co
orresponding morphological types includ
ded in this ssurvey. Below
w are the
correspon
nding error elliipses of the pa
arameters M* and  with approximation
a
by Schechter’’s function (acccordingly,
for 1 and 3).

Figure 8
8. Normalized LF of memb
bers of groups and single ArG.
A
The right side shows tthe corresponding error
ellipses off the parameteers M* and  for
f approximattion by the Schechter function (for 1 andd 3, respectiv
vely).

Figuree 8 presents the normalized LF of ggroup membeers and single ArG. As ccan be seen from the
figure off the LF of the
t ArG, thee members off groups and
d single ArG do not differr much. It iss possible
that there are more bright ArG in
i groups thaan among Arrakelian’s sin
ngle galaxies. Recall that in [4] we
d that ArG in
n groups, on average, havve higher luminosities than
n single ArG..
obtained
Thus, among Arak
kelian galaxiees, there is a deficit of medium
m
lumin
nosity galaxiees (about M = -19; H
m/s/Mpc). This
T
fact is va
alid for both small and reelatively popu
ulated groupss, as well as for single
= 100 km
galaxies.

7

Spatial Den
nsity of ArrG

From th
he above grap
phs it can bee seen that in
n the sample we used theere are no daata on the ArrG of low
luminosiities. Therefoore, for comp
parison, we p
present the spatial
s
densities of the nnumber of ga
alaxies of
different subsamples CfA2 and ArrG in the ran
nge of absolute values M≤-17.
ge of absolutee values M≤-17 shows th
he spatial dennsity of the number
n
of
Table 2 for galaxiees in the rang
ge of ArG
galaxies of the CfA2 survey and ArG in diffeerent subsamples and the correspondinng percentag
I can be seen that the relative am
mount of ArG
G among elliiptical and lenticular
l
in this ssubsample. It
galaxies is somewhat higher, whicch is consisten
nt with [4].
A
sample, one can eestimate the number deensity up too M=-15.5. (M ≤ For tthe entire ArG
15.5)ArG=
=0.0011 Mpc^-3, (=0.00
0008), n=1722; (M≤-15.5)CfA2=0.0402
2 Mpc^-3, (=0.00032), n=15520,
n
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so among the galaxies with M≤-15.5 2.6% are ArG. This is slightly higher than the similar value
obtained in [4] (2.05%). This is due to the fact that in [4] the samples are limited by the apparent
magnitude and do not take into account the distribution of absolute stellar magnitudes.
Table 2. Spatial density of the number of galaxies of the CfA2 survey and arg in different selections
Sample

n
CfA2
14871
All galaxies
ArG
167
CfA2
8419
Single galaxies
ArG
88
CfA2
6452
Members of galaxy groups
ArG
79
CfA2
3394
Group members with k = 2,3
ArG
39
CfA2
3058
Group members with k> 3
ArG
40
CfA2
2067
E,L
ArG
29
CfA2
6305
S,I
ArG
102
* - this is the lower limit ( = 0.00008 corresponds

8

(M≤-17)
0.02542
0.00068
0.01459
0.00041
0.01087
0.00028
0.00477
(0.00008)*
0.00611
0.00021
0.00476
0.00019
0.01659
0.00049
for M≤-17.5)


0.00021
0.00005
0.00016
0.00004
0.00014
0.00003
0.00008
0.00001
0.00012
0.00003
0.00011
0.00004
0.00023
0.00005

%ArG
2.7%
2.8%
2.6%
(1.7%)*
3.4%
4.0%
3.0%

Conclusion

We have proposed a method for constructing the LF of galaxies, which generalizes the 1/Vm method of
Schmitd [7], taking into account the uneven distribution of galaxies in the nearby Universe [7]. We call
it the 1/DmVm method. In this paper, we compare the proposed method for constructing the LF of
galaxies with some other known methods that are also independent of the spatial distribution of galaxies.
They are known in the literature as SWML methods [24], STY [23], Choloniewski [25], Turner [19]. Our
comparison shows that the method 1/DmVm gives a result consistent with other methods.
A comparison is also made of the LF of galaxies of the CfA1 and CfA2 redshift surveys obtained by
the 1/DmVm. They almost coincide. This means that the function D(r ) in [6] is defined quite reliably.
The luminosity functions of different morphological types belonging to the CfA2 catalog of the
Arakelian galaxies in different environments are constructed.
It was found that both the bright and weak parts of the normalized luminosity function of Arakelian
galaxies are higher than the bright and weak parts of the analogous function of the total sample CfA2.
A similar phenomenon is observed separately for members of groups, as well as for single galaxies. This
also applies to small groups with 2 or 3 galaxies, and for more populated groups. Spiral galaxies obey
these laws. For elliptical galaxies, the picture is not very clear (due to the small number of known
elliptical galaxies of Arakelian). This means that the galaxies of Arakelian have a shortage of mediumluminosity galaxies (about M = -19; H = 100 km/s/Mpc).
Among the galaxies with M≤-15.5, 2.6% are Arakelian galaxies with high surface brightness.

Acknowledgements. On the 90th anniversary of M. A. Arakelian.
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